Open online webinar

Medical Humanities and Movement of Knowledge

A conversation about the deconstruction, reconstruction and transformation of knowledge in its movements between patients, health providers, and society.

Most welcome to a discussion about medical humanities and the movement of knowledge in medicine. We depart from the recently released anthology “Movement of Knowledge” edited by Kristofer Hansson, MAU, and Rachel Irwin, LU. Joining us for an engaging conversation are also CMHB researchers Jenny Gleisner, Hannah Grankvist and Maria Björkman.

April 13
13.15-14:30

Registration: https://bit.ly/3e02iAv
OA book copy online: https://bit.ly/30XM1Ax
Contact: lisa.guntram@liu.se

liu.se/en/research/centre-for-medical-humanities-and-bioethics